Yale English - IELTS scores guarantee entrance requirements (Minimum Scores) Hong Kong
If requested, you must provide previous English results (listed below) in 72 hours to prove satisfaction of requirements for guarantee purposes

You need to have achieved (no time limit, can be many years ago) the minimum Previous Scores below to qualify for guarantee arrangements (See *)
Previous
IELTS
Scores
(Academic
/General)
N/A

5

6

7

Or

Hong Kong Specific - Previous English Language Subjects

HKDSE=IELTS: 2=4.5 / 3=5 / 4=6 / 5=6.5 / 5* or 5**=7
No prior IELTS HKALE=IELTS: E=5 / D=5.5 / C=6 / B=6.5 / A=7
results
HKCEE(Syl.B)=IELTS: E=4.5 / D=5 / C=5.5 / B=6 / A=6.5
HKCEE(Syl.A)=IELTS: E=3.5 / D=4 / C=4.5 / B=5 / A=5.5
HKCEE(Syl.B) - Grade D, or
HKCEE(Syl.A) - Grade B, or
Or
HKALE - Grade E, or
HKDSE - Level 3
HKCEE(Syl.B) - Grade B or C, or
HKCEE(Syl.A) - Grade A, or
HKALE - Grade D, or
Or
HKDSE - Level 4, or
HK, UK, Australian, New Zealand, Canada, or USA
accredited universities - Year 1 or above of any major
HKALE - Grade A, or
HKDSE - Level 5*or5**, or
Or
HK, UK, Australian, New Zealand, Canada, or USA
accredited universities - Degree graduated of any major

Can sign up for
guarantee of IELTS**

+1

6

7

8

* If you do not fulfil the requirements (e.g. still in secondary school, or slightly less than the requirements)
for your desired level, then contact us to enquire about alternative arrangements
Note: **
-The above Previous Scores apply to both individual subjects as well as the Overall Score
-Example 1: You have achieved R5, W5, L5, but only 4 on Speaking, then you can only sign up for 6 for Reading, Writing, and Listening (and not Speaking)
-Example 2: You have achieved R6, W4, L7, S4, and a Total of 5, then you can sign up for guarantee of 6 (for all individual subjects)
-If you require a total of 6.5, with each subject not 6 or above, then you may choose either a guarantee of 6 or 7, depending on your past scores
-Even a guarantee of 6 may help you achieve a total of 6.5. After all, all your individual scores would be at least 6, and if two of them are (say) 7, then the total is 6.5
-It is acceptable to have past scores combined from more than one tests, e.g. a higher score of 6 from a previous sitting combined with a more recent lower sitting
-If you sign up for a level of scores higher than your past scores allow, then we will make a full refund or make alternative arrangements with you
-It is possible to sign up for a level of guarantee scores even if you do not have the Minimum Scores (typically with longer hours and so higher fees). Ask us for these special arrangements
-This table is a general guideline. We reserve the right to reject guarantee arrangments and have the sole discretion to interpret or amend these minimum requirements with no prior notice

